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History Trip: Westminster Abbey
Westminster Station opened out onto the
iconic sight of the Big Ben clock tower,
draped in glorious sunlight. We stopped
to take few pictures and then crossed
through Parliament Square Garden,
admiring the statues which included
such luminaries as Winston Churchill,
Mahatma Gandhi and Nelson Mandela.
Westminster Abbey was beautiful. The
building has a mix of styles inside, having
been added to and renovated over the
centuries: here a Medieval fresco, there
an Edwardian bust. The building was an
elaborate Gothic affair, with sections from
other periods.
When one enters the building, you
are greeted on either side by the most
famous Prime Ministers of the 19th
century: Gladstone, Palmerston and Pitt
are all represented with fabulous statues
and plaques. It is a testament to their
general acclaim that they were given this
final honour, particularly as there were so

many that were not represented.
However, it was not just political figures
who had been remembered; Poets corner
was jam-packed with national treasures,
from Wilfred Owen to Lord Byron.
Shakespeare of course has pride of place,
with a full-sized statue in his honour,
resting in a lazy attitude for all time.
The Grave of the Unknown Warrior, as
it is officially called, stands in pride of
place just in front of the main entrance,
the Great West Door. The obsidian
black surface and gold lettering gives a
sobering account of those that had fallen
during the Great War.
While all this was a great experience,
our day was not over. We beat a path to
the British Library and some of our number
were able to sign up as members. The
resources available would surely prove to be
invaluable to our future research projects.
It was a long day, but a happy one.
Jospeh Richards
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Europe’s first Positive University
The University of Buckingham is to become
Britain’s first “positive-health university”,
in order to help prevent mental health
problems.
The drive is being led by Sir Anthony
Seldon, Vice-Chancellor, who, as Head of
the leading independent school Wellington
College, pushed for positive health and
well-being in schools in Britain, cofounding ‘Action for Happiness’.

Sir Anthony Seldon says: “We have a
crisis of mental health in our universities
just as we have amongst our young people
in schools. We need to adopt policies that
will help prevent mental health issues
becoming problems for our students, and
identify students with difficulties early on.
It is better to prevent someone from falling
off a waterfall than try to help them once
they have fallen over the edge.”

Our new student representatives
I would like to thank you all for participating in the
election on Thursday, I am very proud to be your
new undergraduate student representative for the
next year.
My role is to help get the voices of everyone in
the department heard, and I believe it is important
for you to have an equal say in what concerns you
the most. If there is any feedback you would like to
give me, or you have any concerns, please feel free
to email me at tobias.grainge@buckingham.ac.uk.
I will be attending termly meetings to present
your feedback or any other concerns you may have
to the heads of department, and these commence
on the Wednesday of week four each term.
I hope you have all had a good start to the term, and I hope all of our new students
have begun settling into the University.
Toby Grainge
Could you be the next student representative?
Email melissa.wyley@buckingham.ac.uk for more information.
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Centre for the study of Liberal
Economics and Entrepreneurship

A new Centre for the Study of Liberal
Economics and Entrepreneurship is
being established at the University
and the Department of Economics and
International Studies will play a big part
in its programme of activities. The Centre
is being financed by a generous donation
from Lord Vinson of Roddam Dene, a
self-made businessman who founded a
company in the early 1950s making plastic
coatings for metals and other materials.
His experience as a businessman
underpinned a life-long interest in the
social potential of open and competitive
markets and the personal freedom that is
associated with them. He is a supporter of
the Institute of Economic Affairs (IEA) and
was for a period Chairman of its Board of
Trustees.
His recent donation to the University
along with a matching donation from
the Buckingham Thames Valley Local
Enterprise Partnership will enable us to
construct a new building to house the
Centre which should be completed by

the Autumn of 2018. A central objective
is to make sure that the relationship
between the IEA and the University is
strengthened. We intend to make the
new Centre a focus for research into
entrepreneurship and market processes
as well as a magnet for academic visitors
and a home for student internships,
seminars and conferences. As the UK’s
longest established and respected
‘think tank’ the IEA will have a University
affiliation for its educational outreach
while the University will have access to a
worldwide network of researchers.
In the coming months we will be
planning new programmes of study to run
from the Centre and a launch conference
to take place in the Autumn of 2018.
In the interim we will be welcoming
academic visitors and continuing to forge
links with the IEA – not least through the
very successful programme of internships
that has already benefited many of our
students over recent years.
Martin Ricketts
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When fiction
becomes reality
Hacking, wire tapping, and undercover
agents. Words you generally only associate
with James Bond or Jason Bourne.
However at BUCSIS (Buckingham University
Centre for Security and Intelligence
Studies), these words are thrown about on
a daily basis. I started studying my Masters
in Security and Intelligence studies in
January 2017 after completing my degree
in International Relations with Journalism
at Buckingham the previous year. When
I told people I’m studying Security and
Intelligence I always got two responses;
the first being “Oh, so you want to be a
spy”… The second being “Oh wow, that
sounds incredibly interesting” - and this
is where I agree with them. The course
looks at the world from a different angle,
constantly questioning what is right and
what is hearsay.
The most recent topic that we have
been discussing is the supposed links
between President Trump and Russia.
BUCSIS pushes you to see the world
from different points of view. We are
encouraged to argue a standpoint that we
personally don’t agree with, and we have
people from all over the world who bring
views to the table that otherwise wouldn’t
be heard. There are no safe spaces in
BUCSIS; we constantly have our points of
view questioned, our minds opened and
morals compass recast.
Dan Morris
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Institute of
Economics Affairs

Interested in Interning at the IEA?
Each summer, the IEA welcomes nearly 80
interns from around the world for a packed
programme of lectures, seminars, debates,
discussions, events and social activities.
Each intern produces a supervised
research project, chosen by themselves,
and mentored by one of the IEA’s senior
research staff.
Want to apply?
If you’re an undergraduate student and
you’re interested in ideas, then this is
the internship for you. You can apply by
sending an up-to-date CV and a letter of
no more than 500 words explaining why
you would like an internship and your
research topic interests to internships@
iea.org.uk.
Internships are available all year round.
If you’re interested in applying, or just want
to find out more, please visit the ‘Students’
section of our website. Please also note
that all our internships take place in the
IEA offices and are unpaid.
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PPE yields success for students
As someone fascinated by how the world works, because of its multidimensional
approach, studying PPE has definitely fulfilled a desire. I think that there is
definitely an advantage for PPE students over those who study single subjects politics helps me spot the blind sides in economic thought and vice versa, and
philosophy gives me the tools to pull the rug out from under both of their feet.
One day I might be studying why the oil prices have dropped, the next day I could
be investigating why governments are susceptible to luring in psychopaths while
on another day I am questioning the existence of everything! PPE is interesting,
challenging and humbling and I would recommend it to anyone.
William James

I was fortunate enough to be given a PPE book bursary and have been encouraged
by the support from the staff in the department. I have enjoyed reading the
books and have used some for my coursework and study. My initial interest in
PPE was inspired by a desire to know more about how the world works through
a multi-disciplinary perspective. The subject is continuously enabling me to
improve my analytical skills and evaluate effectively current world events. This
is complemented by the demographic of the fellow students in the tutorials
who bring diverse and interesting perspectives as most students have travelled
or come from overseas. Overall I have enjoyed my modules and I look forward
to achieving my grade targets and completing the course and eventually do a
Master’s degree.
Alakhiwe Ndlovu
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Study Economics at Buckingham with
a Ronald Coase Scholarship
An exceptional endowment from Professor
Ronald Coase, recipient of the Nobel
Prize for Economics in 1991, has made it
possible to offer generous scholarships in
Economics.
Up to five £10,000 scholarships will be
available for entrants in September 2018.
The closing date for applications is Monday
2 July, 2018. See our website for details.
Scholarship candidates should have, or
expect to achieve, three A level passes
with at least one of these graded at A or
A* (or have equivalent qualifications).
Selection will be by interview.
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1st for Teaching Quality
1st for Student-Staff Ratio
1st for Student Experience
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The Institute of International
Monetary Research
Launch Event at the IEA (London)
The MSc in Money, Banking and Central
Banking was successfully launched at
the IEA earlier this year. Dr Castaneda,
co-director of the MSc programme,
introduced two of the teaching staff of
the programme (Professors Congdon and
Wood), who discussed some of the major
topics covered in the programme, such as
policies aimed at achieving price stability
and financial stability. They also touched
on the current debates on alternative
central banks’ strategies and the effects
of tighter bank regulation in a post-crisis
era.
Monthly Monetary Update
Every month, the Institute produces
a series of notes analysing the latest
monetary trends in the world's largest
economies - the USA, China, Japan, India,
the UK and the Eurozone - along with an
accompanying video. Videos and monthly
monetary updates can be accessed from
our website: www.mv-pt.org/monthlymonetary-update. Subscribe to our
newsletter at: enquiries@mv-pt.org
Our Staff Research
Index of European Monetary
Integration (Coord. Dr Juan Castañeda
and Professor Pedro Schwartz)
The project tests whether persistent
differences in levels of output,
unemployment, inflation, real rates of

exchange, and the relative size of the
bail-out funds needed to avoid the lapse
of a member-state explain when single
monetary zones are unstable and tend
to split. The authors use the variance of
these economic indicators across the
Eurozone member states to produce
several indexes on the optimality of the
euro as a currency union since its creation
in 1999. These measurements show in
a single figure how much integrated (or
disintegrated) the Eurozone has become
in the last 18 years, and more crucially
during and after the outbreak of the
Global Financial Crisis. For further details
please visit: www.mv-pt.org/staffresearch
Internship Opportunities Available
We welcome internship applications
from those who wish to collaborate with
us on the Institute's agenda in different
fields, such as research projects, events
management and marketing and PR.
If you want to take part please e-mail
Gail Grimston at gail.grimston@
buckingham.ac.uk.
‘Working at the IIMR was an
excellent opportunity to practice
PR and marketing’, Secil Ozergan
‘The IIMR offers a unique chance
to gain expertise in research
techniques’, Michael Millbrodt
7
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Master’s in Money,
Banking and Central
The University of Buckingham has introduced a new MSc programme in September 2017
in collaboration with the Institute of International Monetary Research. The programme
is unique in that it offers specialised teaching in banking and central banking and,
unlike any other programme, it emphasises the importance of high quality monetary
and banking analysis. Students will benefit from very distinguished scholars (such as
Professors Tim Congdon and Geoffrey Wood) who are leading experts in money and
banking and have advised the government and the Bank of England in this field.
For more information and a copy of the prospectus, please visit the IIMR website:
hwww.mv-pt.org/latest-news
Applications are now open: www.buckingham.ac.uk/humanities/msc/money-banking
8
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Bio: Dr Vassilis Kappis
Dr. Vassilis (Bill) Kappis is a Senior
Lecturer at the Centre for Security
and Intelligence Studies in the
University of Buckingham (BUCSIS).
He holds a Doctor of Philosophy
degree in International Relations
from the University of Sydney and
Master’s degrees in Strategic Affairs
and European Integration from the
Australian National University and
the London School of Economics,
respectively. His doctoral thesis
(completed in 2015, PhD awarded
in 2016) assessed the impact of
tense interstate security crises on
leadership perceptions. Dr. Kappis’
research interests lie in the strategic
and psychological aspects of security
crises, enduring rivalries and foreign
policy decision-making. His current
research examines the changing

security dynamics in the Eastern
Mediterranean and is supported by an
Israel Institute (USA) grant. An expert
on Mediterranean geopolitics, having
lived and worked in Greece, Cyprus
and Israel, Dr. Kappis is, moreover,
an awarded academic instructor by
the University of Sydney (Excellence
in Teaching Practice, 2013) and a
policy-oriented scholar, with regular
conference presentations and focused
media contributions. Dr. Kappis
is, finally, an International Studies
Association (ISA) and European
Consortium for Political Research
(ECPR) member.
For publications and peer-reviewed
conference papers:
https://www.buckingham.ac.uk/
directory/dr-vassilis-kappis/

Seminar Series
4 October: Simeng He
Monetary Policies During and PostFinancial Crisis of 2007-2009
11 October: Gabriel Stein
Challenges for Central Banks
25 October: Peter Urwin
Further Education: Skills, Second
Chances and Pathways to Social Mobility

1 November: Kevin Tang
Title TBC
8 November: Jamie Whyte
A Subjectivist’s Guide to Objective Utility
22 November: Thomas Jones
Title TBC
Talks take place in ADRB1 at 4.15pm.
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BUCSIS visit the Oxford Intelligence
Group Seminar

BUCSIS students in the Porter’s Lodge at the Nuffield College, Oxford

A sizeable number of the 2017 cohort
of Masters and D. Phil students from
Buckingham University Centre for Security
and Intelligence Studies (BUCSIS),
attended a presentation on Artificial
Intelligence at the Oxford Intelligence
Group (OIG).
BUCSIS was represented by students
from across the world from Canada to
the Middle East. Identifying that BUCSIS
made up 20% of the audience, one senior
member of OIG commented, “It’s great to
see so many students from BUCSIS”.
The speaker was Dr Robert GhaneaHercock who, with a long background in
Robotics, started to explain ‘Singularity’
before working his way smoothly to the
future of AI. Surprisingly, less than five
of the audience believed that AI would
have ‘consciousness’ within the next
10

50 years. In addition, questions like,
“How does AI assess your emotional
state?” were discussed. The current
state of AI and its application seemed to
be acceptable to most of the audience.
The surprise, however, came when the
discussion turned to AI and the future.
The discussion ended with questions
on such issues as the energy demands
associated with the development of AI.
BUCSIS students continued the
discussion in the quad long after the door
to the venue had been locked. As the
guest speaker and honoured members
headed off round the quad to dinner, one
BUCSIS student was heard to comment,
“Excellent talk, it gave a deep insight into
the future”.
Rob Tyler
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Scholarships and bursaries
Coase Scholarship

Up to five £10,000 scholarships will be available for entrants of Economics in October
2018. Scholarship candidates should have, or expect to achieve, three A level passes
with at least one of these graded at A or A* (or have equivalent qualifications).
Selection will be by interview.

High Achiever Scholarships

An automatic scholarship, worth £2,000 per annum, is available to undergraduate
Home (UK/EU) students achieving AAB or above in their A Levels.

Five Counties Award

Receive £2,000 per year towards your tuition fees if you are an undergraduate
living in Buckinghamshire (including Milton Keynes), Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire,
Northamptonshire or Oxfordshire.

Buckingham bursaries

Students in receipt of a maintenance loan of £5,000 or more per annum will receive
an automatic bursary of £1,100 per annum.
International Studies Admissions
Tel: +44 (0)1280 820369
Email: international-studies-admissions@buckingham.ac.uk
University Admissions
Tel: +44 (0)1280 820313
Email: admissions@buckingham.ac.uk

Come to an Open Day
Go to: www.buckingham
.ac.uk/open-days

Book a tour of the campus
Book a tour by contacting
us via the details above

Taster Tutorials
Come to a departmental
Taster Tutorial Go to: www.
buckingham.ac.uk/open-days

The University of Buckingham, Yeomanry House, Hunter Street, Buckingham, MK18 1EG
facebook.com/UniBuckingham
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